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RTI is no more a ghost story:

Thanks to the advocates of democracy, they have given the courage to masses to raise questions and objections against state departments. This tale of social activism is, now, not only surrounded around the developed nations rather third-world countries are also paving their ways to democratic values. Recent developments in the RTI law in Ghana and Zimbabwe Parliament passing the freedom of information bill are the evidences of acceptance of public rule in these states. No doubt that South-Asian countries are on top of the order when it comes to RTI legislation but right and effective implementation of RTI by the state departments is still a big gap to fill. Despite state shaped challenges, citizens of India are setting the noticeable examples by exercising their fundamental right of access to information. We need to think and grow globally. How to make RTI legislation more effective and ensure better implementation should not be a national task. Democracy is a universal value, and it should be practiced universally to enhance the practices of good governance of which RTI is a fundamental one.
USA

**Don’t mess with our right to know**

The News-Enterprise

Kentucky’s House of Representatives approved legislation that will make it harder for Hardin County residents to keep an eye on details about tax rates….

Ghana

**RTI Commission: Delayed governing board is information denied**

Ghana Web

Section 40 of the Right to Information Act, 2019 (Act 989) which came into effect on January 2, 2020 provides for the establishment of a Commission….

India

**Government has no data of immigrants applying for citizenship under CAA, reveals RTI query**

India Today

In response to an RTI query, the Citizenship Wing in Foreigners Division of Ministry of Home Affairs said that records of citizenship applications are not required to be maintained….

United Kingdom (UK)

**Hillier calls for freedom of information extension**

The MJ

House of Commons Public Accounts Committee Chair Meg Hillier has called for the Freedom of Information (FoI) Act to be applied to contractors running public services….

Kenya

**Access to information key in civilian oversight**

Business Daily Africa

Article 35 of the Constitution of Kenya reaffirms the right of the public to access information from government and private entities….

USA

**Let the sun shine, Freedom of Information**

Northwest Arkansas

Our state's Freedom of Information Act, wisely adopted by the Legislature in 1967, is perhaps the finest piece of relatively modern transparency legislation….

Canada

**We need a whistleblower for transparency**

My North Bay

Our staff interacts with the public daily, and, through the course of each year, respond to thousands of requests and inquiries….

Ghana

**Making RTI Law Functional**

Modern Ghana

On March 25, 2019, Parliament passed the monumental Right to Information (RTI) law in Ghana. In the space of one month, the President assented to it….
Zimbabwe
Parliament passes the freedom of information bill
Pindula News
The Parliament of Zimbabwe has passed the Freedom of Information Bill which is the centerpiece of three proposed laws…..

Nigeria
Nigerians charged on importance of harnessing provisions of FoI act
Vanguard
THE National Orientation Agency, NOA, has charged Nigerians on the need to harness the provisions of the Freedom of Information (FoI) Act…..

UK
Thousands denied access to information proving right to stay in Britain
Morning Star
At least 20,000 applications requesting documents were withheld by the government using a controversial exemption clause in data protection laws…..